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other public and private infrastructure. With 
this growth comes a corresponding need for 
products and accompanying standards that 
support property loss prevention. 

Both FM Approvals and FM Global have 
maintained a strong presence in Brazil for 
many years. FM Approvals representatives 
in Brazil serve as liaisons to local manufac-
turers seeking the FM APPROVED certifi-
cation mark and provide guidance in loss 
prevention standards development. 

FM Approvals regularly participates in 
educational seminars and other meetings 
intended to advance the state of fire protec-
tion in Brazil. Last November, for instance, 

FM Approvals cosponsored the First Annual 
Sprinkler Congress (CBSpk) in conjunction 
with the Brazilian Sprinkler Association 
(ABSpk).  

In late March, FM Approvals general man-
ager Paris Stavrianidis and operations vice 
president and manager of testing and certifi-
cation Rich Ferron traveled to Rio de Janeiro 
to meet with officials from Inmetro, the Bra-
zilian National Institute of Metrology, Qual-
ity and Technology, and ABNT, the Brazilian 
Association of Technical Standards. 

“We have been trying for several years to get 
an opportunity to discuss FM Global’s loss 
prevention model and FM Approvals’ prod-
uct testing and certification expertise with 
Inmetro, the government organization that 
effectively regulates the product testing and 
certification industry in Brazil,” notes Stavri-
anidis. “With the support of our new partner 
in Brazil, ABNT, we were able to spend time 
with Inmetro’s senior management and share 
our views on property loss prevention, codes 
and standards related to sprinklers and prod-
uct testing and certification.”

THE AMERICAS
The World Cup and Olympic competitions help drive Brazil’s building boom

In March, FM Approvals representatives met with officials from ABNT, the Brazilian Associ-
ation of Technical Standards to sign two Memorandums of Understanding (MoUs)—one on 
sprinklers and the other on equipment for hazardous locations. From left to right are: Sergio 
Pacheco (ABNT), Rich Ferron (FM Approvals), Ricardo Rodrigues Fragoso (ABNT), Paris 
Stavrianidis (FM Approvals), Pedro Buzatto Costa (ABNT), Antonio Carlos Barros de Oliveira 
(ABNT), Carlos Santos Ahorim Junior (ABNT) and Rafael Zecchin (FM Approvals).

ACROSS THE GLOBE

Brazil’s inviting beaches and beauti-
ful weather helped draw more than a 

million foreign visitors and three million 
native visitors to the 2014 FIFA World Cup, 
hosted in 12 Brazilian cities. The country 
is now spending billions of dollars on new 
and upgraded facilities and supporting infra-
structure to host an even larger sporting 
event: the 2016 Summer Olympics in Rio de 
Janeiro. 

It’s estimated that Brazil spent approxi-
mately US$12 billion on the World Cup and 
is spending another US$14 billion or more 
on the Rio Olympics. Large-scale construc-
tion is soaring in Brazil, including highways, 
subways, sports complexes, airports and 
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“Our meeting in March was part of our 
ongoing effort to extend cooperation in 
this important market to help strengthen 
national and local fire protection codes and 
standards,” notes Stavrianidis. “At the same 
time, we’re working hard to help increase 
the local availability of FM Approved fire 
protection, electrical and building prod-
ucts. In this way, we not only support local  
FM Global clients, but enable others to spec-
ify FM Approved products for any new or 
retrofit applications, thereby improving the 
quality of risk for everyone.” 

While in Brazil, FM Approvals signed two 
Memorandums of Understanding (MoUs) 
with ABNT—one on sprinklers and the 
other on equipment for hazardous loca-
tions. Through these MoUs, ABNT and   
FM Approvals will exchange techni-
cal knowledge and expertise, and ABNT  
will have an opportunity to review  
FM Approvals’ reports and issue their  
certification mark for the Brazilian mar-
ket. “We see this as a strategic relationship  
for both ABNT and FM Approvals in the 
continually expanding Brazilian market,” 
Ferron observes.

ACROSS THE GLOBE

MIDDLE EAST
Saudi Arabia’s national oil company relies on FM Approved products

Saudi Aramco, the state-owned petro-
leum and natural gas company of the 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, is valued at up 
to US$7 trillion, making it the most valu-
able company in the world. The company 
manages proven conventional crude oil 
and condensate reserves of 260.2 billion 
barrels and natural gas reserves of 288.4 
trillion standard cubic feet (8.2 trillion 
standard cubic meters). The firm has the 
capacity to produce up to 12 million barrels 
per day (bpd), up from 10.8 million bpd  
in 2004. 

In 2012, FM Approvals took part in a two-day conference sponsored by the Saudi Ara-
bia chapter of the Society of Fire Protection Engineers (SFPE), whose membership 
includes experts from Saudi Aramco. The conference was held in the city of Dammam in  
the oil-rich Eastern Province of Saudi Arabia. A broad cross section of private and gov-
ernmental representatives attended the event, including the Saudi Civil Defense, the 
Saudi Building Code National Committee, fire protection engineers, oil and gas industry  
professionals and consultants. 

In the past two years, several engineers from Saudi Aramco visited the FM Global Research 
Campus to gain a greater understanding of the capabilities and services available. Last 
November, FM Approvals representatives visited the Aramco facilities in Dammam and met 
with groups from Aramco’s consulting services, loss prevention, fire systems engineering 
and purchasing group to try to identify opportunities for further collaborations.  

In January, FM Approvals general manager Paris Stavrianidis and Asia-Pacific new business 
development manager Abby So met again in Dammam, this time with the Aramco group 
responsible for writing corporatewide loss prevention standards. The meeting focused on 
formalizing an ongoing technical exchange between FM Approvals and Aramco. 

“Aramco draws from best-in-class standards from around the world, including those from 
the NFPA [National Fire Protection Association], FM Global Property Loss Prevention Data 
Sheets and FM Approvals standards,” notes So. “We understand that Aramco specifies and 
uses FM Approved products, particularly for their hazardous locations and fire protection 
equipment. We look forward to continuing our relationship with them and particularly with 
their standards experts. They are the best in their industry at what they do and the learning 
process definitely flows both ways.” 
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EUROPE
Diverse industrial base puts Turkey at top of emerging European economies

ACROSS THE GLOBE

According to a recent report, Turkey’s 
construction industry grew at a com-

pound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 12.6 
percent from 2009 through 2013, thanks to 
support from private and public investments. 
Growth is expected to continue through 
2018 at 8 percent CAGR. In fact, the Turk-
ish government has set a goal to become the 
world’s tenth-fastest-growing economy by 
2023.  

Construction contracting is considered a 
major Turkish export. The Turkish Con-
tractors Association estimates that Turkish 
contractors have carried out nearly 7,500 
projects in more than 100 countries since 
1972, amounting to approximately US$285 
billion. Projects include airports, railways, 
roads, bridges, tunnels, commercial centers, 
petrochemical plants and dams. Turkey is 
also a major exporter of building products, 
food, consumer electronics, car parts, refined 
petroleum, clothing, and cars and trucks. 

Increasingly, Turkish manufacturers are 
turning to FM Approvals for certification 
of building materials, electrical products 
and fire protection systems. Currently, there 
are more than 85 listings for FM Approved 
products from Turkish manufacturers in the 
Approval Guide. 

FM Approvals is an active participant in 
many Turkish trade conferences and orga-
nizations, including last year’s International 
Water Mist Association (IWMA) confer-
ence and ISK-SODEX—the region’s larg-
est fire protection trade exhibition. Both 
events were held in Istanbul. FM Approvals 
also exhibited at the first annual Sprinkler 
Istanbul conference cosponsored by the 

European Fire Sprinkler Network (EFSN) 
and the Turkish Fire Protection Association 
(TUYAK). 

“Turkey is a strategically positioned  
country,” notes Jean-Philippe Roisin,  
FM Approvals manager of new busi-
ness development for the EMEA region. 
“Turkish producers already recognize the 
FM APPROVED certification mark as an 
important indicator for products that meet 
rigorous loss prevention standards. We want 
to encourage the development and use of 
FM Approved products and services, and 
provide greater local availability.”

He adds, “We also want to increase aware-
ness among Turkish manufacturers of 
our ability to provide, in addition to the  
FM APPROVED mark, regulatory marks 
such as CE, ATEX and IECEx, which are 
for some products a requirement within  
the European Union. This is of particular 
interest for Turkish manufacturers seeking 
to export to EU countries and other countries 
that adhere to European Norms.” 

Kravetz joins European team
Paris native Frederic Kravetz has come full 
circle when it comes to FM Approvals. After 
earning his engineering degree from Pierre 
and Marie Curie University in Paris, Kravetz 
joined what would become Siemens Build-
ing Technologies division. One of his first 
assignments at Siemens was to work with 
FM Approvals to gain certification for the 
firm’s FM200-based extinguishing system. 

Kravetz joined FM Approvals in December 
as a fire protection engineer. Based in the 
Paris office, Kravetz recently visited the 

United States. “One of the people I met was 
the FM Approvals engineer I worked with 19 
years ago on that first project, Bob Kasiski,” 
Kravetz notes. “It was great to see him after 
all these years.”

During his time with Siemens, Kravetz 
served in many roles, including work as a 
project engineer focused on the develop-
ment, testing and certification of fire pro-
tection systems such as water, water mist, 
powder, gaseous agents and foam. 

As a key member of FM Approvals’ 
European team, Kravetz will be called 
upon to support the development of the  
FM APPROVED mark in Europe; expand 
the local availability of FM Approved  
products; keep track of regulatory items; and 
participate in standards development.

“FM Approvals certification was always an 
important goal for us at Siemens,” Kravetz 
says. “When this opportunity arose, it was 
an easy decision. My experience gives me a 
unique perspective and understanding of the 
challenges that manufacturers face.”
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ACROSS THE GLOBE

Combined Advisory Council
Regional councils gather in Dubai for biennial meeting

In April, FM Approvals’ three regional 
advisory councils—Asia-Pacific, EMEA 

and the Americas—met in Dubai for a bien-
nial combined advisory council meeting. 
The last combined meeting was held in 2013 
in Istanbul, Turkey. Dubai, the most popu-
lous city and emirate in the United Arab 
Emirates (UAE), was an ideal location for 
the joint meeting due to its emergence as a 
world-class business hub and center of the 
region’s multitrillion-dollar building boom. 

The three-day meeting featured presenta-
tions and break-out discussion sessions led 
by key managers and senior executives from 
FM Approvals and FM Global. The joint 
meeting opened with a welcome by repre-
sentatives of the UAE Department of Civil 
Defense, the group charged with developing 
and maintaining building codes and other 
guidelines. 

During his update, Paris Stavrianidis, vice 
president, manager, FM Approvals, empha-

sized FM Approvals’ goals to continue 
to protect the integrity of FM Approved 
products and the FM Approvals custom-
ers’ investment; enhance the awareness 
and acceptance of FM Approved products 
in targeted markets; encourage the sharing 
of technical knowledge to develop global 
product-testing standards; and continue to 
enhance the delivery of efficient and com-
prehensive services to FM Approvals’ cus-
tomers.

“The rapid pace of development in this 
region of the world makes this a growing 
market for FM Approved products, either 
produced locally or imported,” notes Abby 
So, FM Approvals new business develop-
ment manager for Asia-Pacific. “Not only 
are FM Approved products specified by 
quality-conscious designers and builders, 
but FM Approvals standards are increasingly 
being adopted by code-writing bodies in this 
region in order to provide the highest possi-
ble level of loss prevention protection.” 

He added, “Our advisory councils help keep 
us focused on the needs and objectives of our 
customers and the markets they serve. These 
meetings not only help us understand current 
needs, but help us identify future technical 
trends that enable us to serve our custom-
ers better. The combined meetings provide 
a critical opportunity for council members 
to share regional knowledge and provide us 
with important feedback.”

FM Approvals’ regional advisory councils met in Dubai, United Arab Emirates (UAE), in April.
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Faster, Fresher and Easier to Access
New FM Approvals website delivers on its promise for a better user experience

FM Approvals will soon have a new home. 
Online, that is. The new and improved 

website (fmapprovals.com) is nearing com-
pletion and promises an abundance of new 
features and capabilities designed to help 
save time and provide a more rewarding 
experience for all visitors. 

“Our current site has been frozen in time 
for years,” notes Terri Pellegrino, assistant 
vice president, business operations manager,  
FM Approvals, and head of the website  
redesign team. “It didn’t reflect the true 
dynamic nature of our organization. We 
needed a platform to properly showcase the 
unique services and resources we provide,  
as well as our broad customer base.” 

The new site will offer visitors regularly 
updated information and provide powerful 
new ways to access FM Approvals tools and 
resources, including the online Approval 

Guide, RoofNav®, Approved Product News, 
Product Alerts, FM Approvals Standards, 
an events calendar, multi-language support, 
key word searches and an improved cus-
tomer portal (now available—see story in 
this issue). 

“From the beginning we sought guidance 
from our customers in designing the new 
website,” explains Rich Ferron, operations 
vice president, manager, testing and cer-
tification, FM Approvals. “We created a 
usability group and learned their likes and 
dislikes when it came to website navigation 
and other factors. We knew if we did it right, 
the new site could be a true resource for our 
customers and anyone else seeking infor-
mation on our standards and FM Approved 
products.” 

One member of the website usability group 
is James Golinveaux, senior fellow of water 

suppression products at Tyco Fire Pro-
tection Products. Tyco is a leader in fire  
protection, detection and mechanical life 
safety solutions for commercial, industrial, 
institutional, governmental and residential 
customers. 

“I participated in some of the preliminary 
planning with the programming team,” he 
notes. “I gave them my wish list and they 
really nailed it. We are very proud of our 
FM Approved products and the fact that they 
are now easily searchable and accessible by 
keyword and subject was one of our main 
objectives for the new site. The old site made 
it very tough to find something quickly, if 
at all.” 

Helene Hardy Pierce, vice president of 
technical services, codes and industry rela-
tions for GAF Materials Corporation, North 
America’s largest roofing manufacturer, 

Sample pages of the new FM Approvals website, which will launch later this year.



also provided the FM Approvals team with 
website guidance. “First and foremost, the 
website needed to be easy and intuitive to 
use, regardless of one’s familiarity with  
FM Approvals,” Pierce notes. 

“When the FM Approvals’ website is easy 
to use and simple searches can direct you to 
the information you are seeking, it serves as 
a 24/7 resource or extension of the technical 
support that we offer for our products and 
systems,” she adds. “That’s what makes it 
important for our customers who are prop-
erty owners, roofing contractors and roofing 
consultants.” 

“The new website will better support  
FM Approvals’ global customers, who are 
increasingly consuming content while trav-
eling or on a job site,” explains Sandhya 
Malur, marketing strategist, FM Approvals. 
“Another one of our key goals is to expand 
the availability of FM Approved products in 
local markets around the world. Not only 
will the new site provide a basic level of 
multi-language support, but it also makes it 
easier for anyone who may not be familiar 
with FM Approvals to communicate with us 
and learn about our services and products.” 

FM Approvals’ new website is built on an 
advanced web content management plat-
form with powerful search capabilities. It is 
responsive in design and will support mobile 
devices, including tablets and phones. The 
website is scheduled to launch mid-2015.  n

Everything you’ve ever needed to  
configure an FM Approved roofing  
system, under one, uh … 

RoofNav®, FM Approvals' web-based tool for roofing professionals,  
is a complimentary offering from FM Approvals. This exciting     
product takes the guesswork out of configuring an FM Approved 
roofing system, leaving you to focus on what matters most: your 
business. RoofNav puts all the roofing-related information from 
the Approval Guide and related installation recommendations from 
relevant FM Global Property Loss Prevention Data Sheets at your 
fingertips, anytime, anywhere. 

Learn more at: roofnav.fmglobal.com
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Four years ago, the first version of the Approvals Information Management (AIM) system 
successfully streamlined the business processes critical to product Approvals, improved 

data collection and introduced a customer portal that delivers accurate and timely informa-
tion on project milestones, status and billing. 

AIM Phase 1 automated workflows and eliminated most paper by enabling FM Approvals 
engineers, managers and staff to electronically track and manage every new 
Approval project from start to finish, including initial customer inquiry and fol-
low-up assignment; product information collection and proposal generation; customer  
authorization  of Approval programs; product documentation and sample receipt; test and  
analysis scheduling; preliminary and final report generation and review; and FM Approvals 
certification issuance. 

Taking AIM, Part II
Enhancements further increase efficiency and streamline project management
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Phase 2 of the AIM system, launched in 
February, captures a new level of business 
processes and project types with the goal 
of further increasing efficiency, reducing 
time-to-market and saving time for custom-
ers worldwide. Where AIM Phase 1 focused 
exclusively on new Approval projects, Phase 
2 extends AIM capabilities with the follow-
ing features and functions: 
■n  Encompasses additional types of 

projects, including Private Labeler 
Agreements (PLAs), service contracts, 
audits and product revision requests 
(formerly known as 797s)—extends 
the efficiency and visibility of AIM 
beyond just Approval projects

■n  Centralizes revision requests via 
a user-friendly “smart” form that 
automatically adapts to capture correct 
project details—saves customers time 
and helps reduce cycle time

■n  Allows the engineers to view their 
entire book of business in one place;

■n  Automates escalations based on pre-
determined milestones—helps keep all 
types of projects on track

■n  Enables parallel processing (i.e., tri-
age) of revision requests to direct proj-
ects to the correct resources—further 
reduces cycle time and helps optimize 
the use of staff time and expertise  

■n  Provides status updates via customer 
portal for all types of projects

“The first version of AIM was focused on 
new Approval projects,” explains Terri Pel-
legrino, assistant vice president, business 
operations manager, FM Approvals. “Yet 
the bulk of our work is actually in handling 
requests for various types of revisions to 
existing Approvals. For instance, a change 
request might cover something as simple 

as a product name change or new company 
address, up to a change in the materials used 
to manufacture a product or the closing of a 
manufacturing site.” 

A product revision request—formerly the 
797 form—has, until now, been a paper-
based process. AIM Phase 2 introduces a 
downloadable PDF form (see page 12) that 
automatically adapts to the user’s selections 
to ask the right questions and capture only 
the information needed for the revision.

For instance, a customer who wishes to 
“Update Company Information” such as 
company name, address or any other details, 
would check that box on the smart form. At 
that point, an additional page appears to cap-
ture just the required information. Should 
the customer select “Add Products to Exist-
ing Location,” a different type of page would 
appear requesting additional information 
pertinent to the new location.  

“In the past, that revision request was a 
piece of paper in someone’s inbox and 
there was no way for us to update a cus-
tomer on their status unless you tracked it 

down,” notes Jim Marquedant, manager, 
electrical systems, FM Approvals. “Not only 
was it manual, but that 797 form would be 
assigned to an FM Approvals engineer no 
matter what the revision request was for.  
It could be a change of address, for instance, 
that didn’t require the services of an  
engineer.” 

In the new system, the completed revision 
request PDF document is saved by the cus-
tomer and submitted electronically. Each 
form is evaluated by FM Approvals business 
group through a new triage process that eval-
uates each request and assigns it to a resource  
or group. 

“Every completed revision request form 
is directed to the right destination,” says 
Rick Dunne, manager, fire protection,  
FM Approvals. “For instance, maybe a fire 
protection customer wants to change the 
material for a valve or other component 
from stainless 304 to stainless 316. That 
would be assigned to an engineer in my 
group for evaluation. But maybe that cus-
tomer just wants to change the name of the 
listed company from Fred Smith Company 

“ THE AUTOMATION THAT THE AIM  
SYSTEM PROVIDES HAS IMPROVED  
COMMUNICATION WITH FM APPROVALS  
AND ALLOWS US TO EASILY TRACK 
PROJECTS AND CHANGE REQUESTS.” 

— HELENE HARDY PIERCE 

VICE PRESIDENT OF TECHNICAL SERVICES,  

CODES AND INDUSTRY RELATIONS 

GAF MATERIALS CORPORATION
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The FM Approvals AIM system smart form 
helps automate revision requests. This 
downloadable PDF form intelligently adapts 
to entries to accommodate different change 
requests. This image shows the blank form, 
before any entries. 

If the “Update Company Information”  
box has been checked on the first page,  
a new page opens and appropriate changes 
can be entered, such as the new name  
and address. 

Get smart, with AIM’s automated forms



to Fred Smith Limited. That obviously does 
not require an engineer to get involved,  
and would be handled by the business oper-
ations group.” 

This new process for handling revi-
sion  requests saves time and ensures that  
FM Approvals’ resources are fully opti-
mized. Along with greater efficiency, cus-
tomers can now access the status on every 
revision request, just as they have been able 
to do with new Approval projects. Custom-
ers can use the AIM portal to stay current on 
every type of project. This includes not only 
Approval programs and revision requests, 
but also Private Labeler Agreements, service 
contracts and audits. 

Customer feedback 
We caught up with several FM Approvals 
customers to hear their thoughts on the 
improved customer portal. Here’s what they 
had to say: 

Marioff Corporation Oy
“I’ve tried the new AIM system and my 
approvals engineers use it on a regular 
basis,” says Brian Stumm, director of engi-
neering for Marioff Corporation Oy, makers 
of HI-FOG® water mist fire protection sys-
tems. “My team likes the new AIM features 
and the ability it gives them to do more of 
their work online versus on paper. It has 
helped make the revisions request process 
far easier and, we believe, faster.” 

Tyco Fire Protection Products
“We have a very close working relationship 
with the team at FM Approvals,” says Man-
uel Silva, director of engineering for Tyco 

“There’s a learning curve for us and our cus-
tomers in adapting to the new AIM system; 
however, we’re confident that the rewards 
are worth it,” notes Pellegrino, whose busi-
ness operations group developed and main-
tains the system. “We have continued to 
grow internationally and the AIM system 
is an important way for us to communicate 
effectively with both FM Approvals staff and 
customers across different time zones. With 
this extension and enhancement of AIM, we 
are integrating even more processes and pro-
viding access to critical project information 
of all types, anytime, anywhere.”  n

“ MY TEAM LIKES THE NEW AIM FEATURES 
AND THE ABILITY IT GIVES THEM TO DO 
MORE OF THEIR WORK ONLINE VERSUS 
ON PAPER.”

— BRIAN STUMM 

DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING, MARIOFF CORPORATION OY

Fire Protection Products. “We typically have 
a good feel for where our projects stand at 
any given moment. However, I log into the 
FM Approvals customer portal from time to 
time to check that we’re on the same page. 
We want to make sure that if something is 
on hold, for instance, that we’re not wait-
ing for something from FM Approvals or  
vice versa.”

GAF Materials Corporation
“The automation that the AIM system pro-
vides has improved communication with 
FM Approvals and allows us to easily track 
projects and change requests,” notes Helene 
Hardy Pierce, vice president of technical 
services, codes and industry relations for 
GAF Materials Corporation. “We have a 
large number of projects in process with  
FM Approvals and the AIM system helps 
avoid bottlenecks or scheduling conflicts.” 

The ultimate goal of the improved AIM sys-
tem is to enhance efficiency and streamline 
communications between FM Approvals  
and its customers around the world. By 
enabling 24/7 access to the status of every 
type of project, the AIM system is now able 
to fulfill its original promise. 

Get to Know 
Us Better

The entire collection of UTBs to date 
can be found at fmapprovals.com.  
Click on Customer Resources.

Understanding the Benefits

FM Approvals’ Understanding  
the Benefits (UTB) slip sheets helps 
customers, end users, and code and 
industry officials understand the 
advantages of using FM Approved 
products. FM Approvals’ enhanced 
performance testing leads to the 
uniqueness—and clear value—of  
the FM Approved product. Each  
slip sheet in the UTB series high-
lights the importance of choosing  
FM Approvals tested and certified 
products that meet specific perfor-
mance requirements over products 
that have no certification and  
may only meet minimum code 
requirements.
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Small-scale Testing, Large-scale 
Benefits
Water mist standard to be updated with protocols for scaled testing and new data 
center applications

This year marks the twentieth anniversary 
of the first FM Approved water mist sys-

tem. At 300 pages, Approval Standard 5560, 
Water Mist Systems, is the most comprehen-
sive standard in the world for water mist fire 
protection testing and includes detailed fire 
test protocols for a wide range of water mist 
system applications, each contained in sepa-
rate appendices. 

FM Approvals will revise Standard 5560 this 
year to incorporate new test protocols for 

above and below raised floors in data cen-
ter server rooms (see sidebar on page 16). 
The new test protocols, based on research 
conducted in conjunction with industry part-
ners at the FM Global Research Campus in 
West Glocester, Rhode Island, is intended to 
address real-world conditions found in mod-
ern data centers, including the challenge of 
delivering fire suppression in the face of 
active ventilation. 

Benefits of scaled water  
mist testing
Currently, the scope section of Standard 
5560 notes that “FM Approvals has deter-
mined that water mist systems shall be  
FM Approved for the protection of specific 
applications and specific protected area vol-
umes. Extrapolation beyond the volumes 
which were tested is not permitted except 
where explicitly noted.”

This stipulation of the standard has meant, 
for instance, that manufacturers of water 
mist fire protection systems have had to 
resubmit their systems for Approval testing 
each time they wish to use the system for a 
larger volume e.g., not exceeding 2,800 ft3 
(80 m3), not exceeding 9,200 ft.3 (260-m3). 
In addition, Approval testing under Standard 
5560 requires full-scale fire tests for each 
volume increment. 

“Historically, we’ve required manufactur-
ers to retest for each new volume,” notes 
Rich Ferron, FM Approvals operations vice 
president and manager of testing and certi-
fication. “Sometimes manufacturers have 
had to return not long after receiving their 
initial product Approval because the cus-

water mist fire protection systems. One of 
these new test protocols will provide a meth-
odology for using scaled-down fire testing 
of water mist systems to simulate full-scale 
volumes. This new approach promises to 
help reduce the time and costs required to 
develop and test new types of water mist fire 
protection systems. 

The revision to Standard 5560 will also 
incorporate two new test protocols for water 
mist systems intended for the protection of 
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tomer requires a system for a larger volume. 
And, it’s not just the Approval testing, it’s 
the development work and characterization 
of the system in order to optimize its perfor-
mance. That all requires time and money.” 

He adds, “In some cases, the time and 
expense of development and testing has lim-
ited the growth of the water mist industry 
for some niche applications, and that’s trou-
blesome. Our goals are always to provide 
the widest possible range of FM Approved 
loss prevention solutions and to promote 
increased availability in local markets glob-
ally. We believe our new scaled testing 
methodology has the potential to relieve 
some of the pressure on water mist system 
manufacturers.” 

Potential benefits as a result of scaled water 
mist testing: 
■n  Potential reduction in  cycle time and 

cost to get the system FM Approved
■n  Potential significant reduction in man-

ufacturer’s R&D time and costs due to 
screening test availability

■n  Potential reduction in required number 
of reduced-scale tests in the future 
(after gaining some experience)

■n  Ultimately increase the number of 
certified water mist systems and 
applications

As early as 2008, FM Global researchers 
published a paper detailing experiments 
conducted at the FM Global Research Cam-
pus showing that water mist suppression and 
extinguishment of enclosure fires can be 
scaled at a 3-to-1 ratio, holding promise for 
the use of physical modeling in the evalu-
ation of water mist fire protection systems. 

This work continued, with FM Global and 
FM Approvals investigating ways to char-
acterize nozzle water droplet size, distribu-
tion, momentum and spray angle/pattern. 
A scaling methodology was developed that 
allowed large-scale fire tests to be reliably 
scaled down by one-half or one-third. 

Recently, final validation testing was con-
ducted that demonstrated that an existing 
FM Approved water mist system for the pro-
tection of a 9,200 ft.3 (260-m3) machinery 
enclosure could be replicated in a one-half 
scale enclosure. 

“We used half-scale nozzles and half-scale 
pool and spray fires in a half-scale enclosure 
and the results have been comparable to the 
full-scale results for all scenarios,” explains 
FM Global principal research scientist Dr. 
Hong-Zeng (Bert) Yu. “Compared to the 
sprinkler industry, companies producing 
water mist fire protection systems are rela-
tively new. We believe our new methodology 
for scaled testing will help reduce the cost 
of  expanding the industry and applications.”

He continues, “Under the new test method-
ology, the manufacturer will provide us with 
the full-scale nozzle and the scaled nozzle, 
and the spray from each will be character-
ized to see if they match. If so, tests will be 
conducted in a scaled-down enclosure, sav-
ing time and money.” 

The water mist scaling methodology will be 
added this year as a new appendix to Stan-
dard 5560. The new process for Approval 
will include these steps: 
■n  Manufacturer applies for Approval 

with parameters for full-scale  
protection.

■n  Manufacturer submits full-scale nozzle 
and scaled-down nozzle for spray 
measurements (i.e., characteriza-
tion) to ensure they meet the scaling 
requirements.

■n  Fire testing is conducted with scaled-
down nozzles in scaled-down enclo-
sure (volume).

■n  Approval is granted for full-scale 
protection by scaling up the scaled-
down test results according to various 
scaling relationships.

According to Jonathan Carpenter, an 
advanced engineer for FM Approvals fire 
protection group, the new test methodol-
ogy will apply to total flooding applications 
only. “We’re talking about machinery and  

Half-scale water mist fire protection test enclosure in the burn laboratory at the FM Global 
Research Campus

continued on page 17
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In March, FM Approvals introduced two 
new fire test protocols in draft form for use 
in testing water mist fire protection systems 
and to protect areas above and below 
raised floors in data centers. These draft 
test protocols will be included in the revi-
sion of Approval Standard 5560, Water Mist 
Systems, to be released by end of 2015.

While the debate continues over the virtues 
of raised floors versus slab floors in data 
center construction, the fact remains that 
close to 90 percent of the world’s existing 
data centers use raised floors, according to 
the Uptime Institute. Traditionally, raised 
floors have been favored in data centers 
because they provide a convenient path for 
the air needed to cool hot servers, route 
bulky network and power cables, provide a 
grounding grid, and a pathway for plumbing 
where liquid cooling is required. 

Safeguarding the data center environment 
is critical to business continuity and data 
asset protection. Data center downtime 
costs approximately US$8,000 per minute, 
according to a 2013 study. At the same 
time, fire detection and suppression in data 
centers is particularly challenging due to a 
high volume of airflow needed for cooling, 
high power density, sensitive electrical 
equipment, metal-shielded fire loads, raised 
floors, hot/cold aisle containment curtains 
and other factors. 

To minimize the chance of accidental water 
discharge, fire protection systems for data 
centers typically feature a double interlock 
preaction sprinkler system, sometimes in 
combination with an alternative suppres-
sion system such as clean agent, inert gas 
or water mist. 

The two new FM Approvals draft standards 
for use in testing water mist systems 
were developed in partnership with two 

New Test Protocols Offer Options for Data Center Fire Protection

leading suppliers of water mist fire pro-
tection systems, Marioff Corporation Oy  
(Marioff) and Tyco Fire Protection Products, 
in direct response to the need identified 
at FM Global client locations. As a result 
of research conducted at the FM Global 
Research Campus, fire test protocols were 
developed to address two common data 
center fire scenarios. 

Data Processing Equipment 
Rooms – Above Raised Floor 
This fire test protocol can be used to assess 
water mist fire protection systems in open 
server rooms—and/or within hot and cold 
aisle containment areas—where there 
is active forced ventilation, significant 
amounts of cabling and interlocked dry 
pipe/preaction configurations. The protocol 
may also be used to test systems as wet 
systems only, and will be listed as such in 
the Approval Guide, a web-based publica-
tion of FM Approvals. 

The fire tests for this test protocol will be 
conducted using a mock-up representing  
a small section of a data hall at the  
FM Global Research Campus. The mock-up 
includes a one-meter-high raised floor with 
perforations for air flow, two rows of server 
cabinet mock-ups, and vertical and hori-

zontal cable bundles in metal cable trays. 
The cables have a polyethylene outer jacket 
and high-density polyethylene insulation on 
copper wires inside the jacket. 

A roll of cotton soaked with gasoline is 
used as an ignition source at the base of 
the vertical cable bundle. Blowers and fans 
are used to simulate server room forced 
ventilation from the floor and through the 
sever mock-ups. Protection is deemed ade-
quate if the fire does not spread to either 
end of the horizontal cable tray and the 
fire is extinguished within 30 minutes after 
first nozzle activation. In addition, a steel 
angle at the ceiling—simulating a support 
beam—must not exceed 1000o F (538o C). 

Data Processing Equipment 
Rooms – Below Raised Floor
This fire test protocol assesses water mist 
systems for fire protection below data 
center raised floors where there is active 
forced ventilation, single or double-tiered 
cable trays, and an interlocked dry pipe/
preaction configuration. Again, if the water 
mist system is tested on a wet system only, 
this will be noted in the Approval Guide. 

In this fire test protocol, a mock-up of 
a one-meter-high raised floor is used, 

In this plan view of the below 
raised floor fire test setup, the 
cable tray is shown in red, located 
below and between two steel ven-
tilation grates. Air flows through-
out the fire test from a perforated 
plate and up through these two 
floor grates to simulate the use of 
the raised floor space as a cooling 
plenum in a server room.
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combustion turbines in enclosed volumes 
which are considered total flooding appli-
cations,” he notes. “Those applications 
make up at least half, maybe more, of the 
FM Approved water mist systems in the 
Approval Guide today. This gives these man-
ufacturers and others new flexibility when 
seeking Approval for other enclosure sizes.”

 Manufacturer perspective
“From a high-level standpoint, this is an 
exciting development in the water mist 
community,” says Brian J. Stumm, direc-
tor of engineering for Marioff, makers of 
water mist fire protection systems. “We are 
approaching this new development with an 
open mind. We’re very happy that there’s 
more focus on providing innovative ways to 
test water mist systems at a lower cost and 
potentially faster. If this enables us to get 
more products under the FM APPROVED 
mark, then that helps the industry.”

Data center server room mock-up for above raised floor fire test of water mist fire  
protection system.

James Golinveaux, senior fellow of water 
suppression products at Tyco Fire Protection  
Products, shares a similar view. “I’m 
aware of this effort and we’re fans of  
the reduced-scale testing concept. Any-
thing that reduces our costs will ultimately  
help reduce the cost for our custom-
ers. If FM Approvals and FM Global  
believe in it, that makes us pretty confident 
that it’s sound technology.”  n

including ventilated floor grating and one 
or two metal cable trays, depending on the 
desired test scenario. Forced ventilation is 
simulated and the same ignition source is 
used as in the above raised floor protocol.  
One gasoline soaked cotton roll is used for 
the single tray test and two for the double 
tray test. 

Protection is deemed adequate if fire does 
not spread to the opposite end of the cable 
tray, the fire is extinguished within 30 
minutes from first nozzle activation, and 
gas temperature does not exceed 1000o F 
(538o C). The water mist system manufac-
turer may choose to select the double-tier 
cable tray scenario if the single-tier test is 
successful. Single-and double-tiered ratings 
will be noted in the Approval Guide. 

Marioff and Tyco: Partners in  
Protocol Development
Both Marioff and Tyco Fire Protection 
Products contributed their water mist 
systems and engineering expertise to 
the development of the new test proto-
cols. “Data centers are, of course, a key 
infrastructure worldwide that is growing in 
dominance,” says Brian J. Stumm, director 
of engineering for Marioff. “It’s great that 
FM Global and FM Approvals recognize 
that things have changed in that industry 
and are providing new tools to address the 
fire loads. It will be interesting to see how 
other approval bodies around the world 
react to this development.”

“This is a great example where FM Global 
and FM Approvals reach out to industry 
for participation in new research that 
leads to a new product application,” notes 
James Golinveaux, senior fellow of water 
suppression products at Tyco Fire Protection 
Products. “The result will be a system that 
is available to anyone in the market, world-
wide. It’s truly a win for all involved.”

continued from page 15
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Landmark Disaster Talks
FM Approvals and FM Global play roles in the United Nations World Conference on 
Disaster Risk Reduction, held at the site of the Sendai earthquake

Representatives from FM Approvals and 
FM Global participated in the third 

United Nations World Conference on Disas-
ter Risk Reduction (WCDRR) held March 
14 – 18 in Sendai, Japan. The city of one 
million is located 80 miles (129 km) from 
the epicenter of the 2011 9.0 magnitude 
earthquake that caused a cascade of disas-
trous events, including a major tsunami 
that killed nearly 20,000 and triggered the 
Fukushima nuclear meltdown. 

The main purpose of the conference was to 
review the Hyogo Framework for Action, the 

first internationally accepted framework for 
disaster risk reduction (DRR)—adopted in 
2005 at the last United Nations WCDRR—
and replace it with the Sendai Framework 
for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015 – 2030. 
The new framework outlines seven global 
targets to be achieved over the next 15 years, 
including:
■n  Substantially reduce global disaster 

mortality
■n  Reduce the number of affected people 

worldwide
■n  Reduce economic losses in relation to 

global GDP

■n  Reduce disaster damage to critical 
infrastructure and disruption of basic 
services, including health and educa-
tion facilities

■n  Increase the number of countries with 
national and local DRR strategies by 
2020 

■n  Enhance international cooperation; and 
■n  Increase access to multihazard early 

warning systems and disaster risk 
information and assessments

Since the last conference in Kobe, Japan 
(Hyogo Prefecture), in January 2005, at 
least 700,000 people have died, 1.7 billion 
people have been impacted and there have 
been US$1.4 trillion in economic losses 
from major reported disasters, according to 
a U.N. report. 

U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon, in 
his opening remarks, noted that global eco-
nomic losses due to disasters now exceed 
US$300 billion annually. He said, “We can 
watch that number grow as more people suf-
fer, or we can dramatically lower that figure 
and invest the savings in development. Six 
billion dollars allocated each year can result 
in savings of up to US$360 billion by 2030.” 

More than 6,500 participants took part in 
the conference, including 2,800 government 
representatives from 187 countries. The 
group included 25 heads of state and vice 
presidents, as well as 100 government min-
isters, 236 nongovernmental organizations 
(NGOs), 38 U.N. entities and more than 300 
private sector organizations. 

In attendance from FM Approvals and  
FM Global were: 
■n  Paris Stavrianidis, FM Approvals 

vice president and general manager
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■n  Dr. Louis Gritzo, FM Global vice  
president and manager of research

■n  Marcelo Lima, FM Global senior 
consultant, codes and standards, based 
in São Paulo, Brazil

■n  Sumit Khanna, FM Global consul-
tant, codes and standards, based in  
Bangalore, India

■n  Takuhiro Koga, FM Approvals  
associate engineer, based in  
Yokohama, Japan

■n  Hirohide Akiyama, FM Global  
engineering specialist, based in  
Yokohama, Japan

The U.N. conference provided an ideal 
opportunity for the combined FM Approvals 
and   FM Global team to meet and exchange 
ideas with a broad cross section of like-
minded representatives from public and 
private sectors. For instance, team members 
were able to meet with regulators and other 
government officials from Brazil, India, 
Japan, China and other countries to discuss 
loss prevention strategies, including the 
impact of local codes and standards.

“The conference was primarily focused on 
reducing risk in underdeveloped economies 
where the impact of disasters hits the hardest 
and the effects are more difficult to absorb,” 
notes Stavrianidis. “In the sessions we took 
part in we emphasized the need to educate 
all stakeholders in the risks and challenges 
associated with natural hazards with a focus 
on flooding. Flood mapping and the certifi-
cation of flood mitigation products are two 
key areas where we are having an impact.” 

Private sector partnership (PSP) is a key ele-
ment in the U.N. Disaster Risk Reduction 
strategy. Stavrianidis and Gritzo stressed 
both FM Approvals and FM Global’s com-
mitment to partnering with governmental 
organizations, academia, and other members 
of the private sector and public at large in 
achieving risk reduction. 

“A key example of this commitment is our 
partnership with the Association of State 

Flood Plain Managers and the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers to provide manufactur-
ers with a multilevel certification program 
for flood abatement products,” Stavrianidis 
says. This program, introduced in 2012, 
has resulted in the growing availability of  
FM Approved flood mitigation products, 
including temporary perimeter barriers, 
opening barriers, backwater valves and flood 
abatement pumps. 

“Flooding is the most frequent natural haz-
ard in the world,” notes Gritzo. “However, 
the majority of floods are predictable and, 
most importantly, preventable. Our exten-
sive field engineering workforce is highly 
experienced in assessing and reducing 
site-specific flood risk based on the more 
than 100,000 risk assessments we conduct 
each year. Reducing flood risk worldwide is 
a monumental task, the foundation of which 
is based on knowing the hazard. We are 
therefore actively partnering with public and 
private organizations to develop new and 
more accurate flood mapping techniques, 
particularly for use in emerging economies 

and in developing regions where local flood 
maps are often unavailable or inaccurate.”

Gritzo also emphasized FM Global’s com-
mitment and technical contributions to the 
Global Earthquake Model (GEM), a pub-
lic-private partnership devoted to creating 
tools to consistently and accurately quan-
tify earthquake risk worldwide and thereby 
help save lives and reduce property loss. 
This effort, which was established based on 
the priorities of the Hyogo Framework for 
Action, has resulted in the introduction at 
the end of last year of OpenQuake, a web-
based risk assessment platform for model-
ing, viewing, exploring and managing earth-
quake risk worldwide. 

Gritzo served on two U.N. WCDRR discus-
sion panels held at the Sendai International 
Center, including one entitled Risk Identifi-
cation and Assessment and the other, Stan-
dards for DRR Including Building Codes. 
Stavrianidis served on a public forum panel 
entitled, Setting Standards on Infrastructure, 
Strengthening Resilience Through Building 
and Land-use Regulation.  n

Dr. Louis Gritzo (at right), FM Global vice president and manager of research, served on  
two panel discussions during the U.N. World Conference on Disaster Risk Reduction held 
March 14 – 18 in Sendai, Japan. Here he fields questions during the March 17 panel  
discussion entitled, Standards for DRR Including Building Codes.
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Interschutz

Hannover, Germany
June 8 – 13, 2015
International Exhibition for Rescue, Fire 
Prevention, Disaster Relief, Safety and Secu-
rity. Originally conceived as a trade show for 
the fire services, Interschutz has grown to 
become the world’s leading exhibition for fire 
prevention, disaster relief, rescue, safety and 
security. Commercial enterprises unveil their 
latest innovations at the show, while fire and 
rescue service professionals show the latest 
equipment and systems in action on the out-
door demonstration ground.

IFSEC International

London, U.K.
ExCel London
June 16 – 18, 2015
IFSEC International is a leading event that 
caters to the entire security buying chain. 
Attracting manufacturers, distributors, con-
sultants, specifiers, installers, integrators and 
end users, IFSEC International brings the 
whole community together under one roof, 
providing education, networking and the 
latest products, and is part of the Protection 
and Management Series, made up of FIREX 
International, Facilities Show, Safety and 
Health Expo, and Service Management Expo.

TRADE SHOW CALENDAR

NFPA Conference and Expo

Chicago, Ill. 
McCormick Place
June 22 – 25, 2015
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 
is an international nonprofit established in 
1896. Its mission is to reduce the worldwide 
burden of fire and other hazards on the quality 
of life by providing and advocating consensus 
codes and standards, research, training and 
education. The world’s leading advocate of 
fire prevention and an authoritative source on 
public safety, NFPA develops, publishes and 
disseminates more than 300 consensus codes 
and standards intended to minimize the possi-
bility and effects of fire and other risks. NFPA 
membership totals more than 70,000 individ-
uals from around the world.

Fire India

New Delhi, India
Pragati Maidan
October 5 – 7, 2015
Fire India is the International Exhibition and 
Conference for Fire Protection in India. This 
event is the meeting point for the firefighting 
and fire protection systems industry to show-
case their latest technologies and solutions for 
a wide range of appliances and needs.

Hazardous Locations Seminar

Norwood, Mass.
December 7 – 8, 2015
This information-packed, two-day semi-
nar hosted by FM Approvals is an opportu-
nity to learn more about employing elec-
trical equipment in hazardous locations. 
For more information, contact Josephine 
Mahnken, senior business process specialist,  
FM Approvals, at +1 (1)781 255 4813 or at 
josephine.mahnken@fmapprovals.com.
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APPROVAL STANDARDS AND COMMITTEE PARTICIPATION

Electrical Systems Committees
CSA-ICHL
Bill Lawrence attended the two-day spring 
meeting of the Canadian Standards Associ-
ation Integrated Committee for Hazardous 
Location products (CSA-ICHL) in Toronto, 
Canada. The proposed Canadian adoptions 
of the latest IEC 60079-X standards were 
reviewed and prepared for ballot.

CSA – Canadian Electrical Code
Bill Lawrence attended a one-day meet-
ing of the Canadian Standards Associa-
tion Committee for Section 18 (Hazardous 
Locations) of the Canadian Electrical Code 
(CEC) in Toronto, Canada. Several propos-
als were drafted for the 2018 CEC to align 
with recent changes in the Canadian adop-
tions of the IEC product standards.

STP60079
Tim Adam, Bill Lawrence and Steve Henney 
attended the spring 2015 STP60079 (Haz-
ardous Locations) meetings held in Savan-
nah, Ga., at the beginning of March 2015.

A series of 17 meetings were held over 
the one-week period, culminating in the 
STP60079 Plenary meeting, where all the 
task group leaders presented status reports 
and the future direction of the STP was 
established. The next group of STP60079 
meetings will be in October 2015 in 
Eastham, Mass. 

IEC TC31
Bill Lawrence, Dave Baer, Patrick Byrne 
and Nick Ludlam attended the IEC TC31 
meetings held in Toronto, Canada, in March 
2015. A series of 20 meetings were held 
over the two-week period, culminating in the 
TC31 Chairman’s Advisory Group meeting. 
The next group of TC31 meetings will be in 
October 2015, hosted by Minsk, in Belarus.

NFPA 1150/18/18A
Armand Brandao (chairman) and Bob Cor-
dell participated in a technical committee 
teleconference in preparation for the NFPA 
1150/NFPA 18/NFPA 18A First Draft meet-
ing, held in late April, at the Four Points 
hotel in Norwood, Mass. The teleconference 
briefly reviewed the Public Inputs which 
will be discussed in detail at the First Draft 
meeting, and discussed the Fire Protection 
Research Foundation’s study, Evaluation of 
Water Additives for Fire Control and Vapor 
Mitigation – Phase II, Two and Three Dimen-
sional Class B Fire Tests. This committee is 
responsible for three standards; NFPA 18 
(Wetting Agents), NFPA 18A (Water Addi-
tives for Fire Control and Vapor Mitigation) 
and NFPA 1150 (Foam Chemicals for Fires 
in Class A Fuels). All three standards are on 
the fall 2016 revision cycle.  

NFPA 70 – National Electrical 
Code
Bill Lawrence and Eddie Ramirez attended 
the seven-day meeting of the NFPA National 
Electrical Code Committee, Code Mak-
ing Panel 14, for Articles 500 – 516 of the 
National Electrical Code (NEC) in Hilton 
Head, South Carolina, in January 2015. 
Approximately 200 Public Inputs were 
reviewed and First Revisions prepared for 
the 2017 NEC. The group will meet again 
in November 2015 in San Diego, Calif., to 
prepare Second Revisions based on Public 
Comments to the First Revisions.

NFPA 72 
NFPA 72 serves as the basis for many  
FM Approvals standards related to detection 
(smoke, heat, radiant energy and visual) as 
well as the control, extinguishing and notifi-
cation systems they report to.

In support of the planned 2016 edition, 
the NITMAN closing date was March 6, 
2015, with results posted on May 1, 2015. 
Qualifying NITMANs will be considered 
and voted on at the NFPA annual meeting 
in Chicago on June 22 – 25, 2015. A 2016 
release is scheduled following acceptance 
at the annual meeting. The Protected Prem-
ises (SIG-PRO), Fundamentals (SIG-FUN), 
Supervising Station (SIG-SSS) and Initiating 
Devices (SIG-IDS) technical committees are 
supported by Paul Crowley, Walt Kessler, 
Bob Elliott and David Waite, respectively.

NFPA 12/12A/2001 
The 2015 editions of NFPA 12, NFPA 12A 
and NFPA 2001 have been published. There 
are no meetings presently scheduled for this 
committee. FM Approvals is represented on 
this technical committee by Ray Stacy.

ISO TC21/SC3/WG24
The next meeting, scheduled for Kobe, 
Japan, November 9 – 13, 2015, is to be com-
bined with ISO/TC Plenary meetings. Bob 
Elliott, a member of the U.S. delegation, is 
active in WG24 (Video Fire Detector Stan-
dard) and represents FM Approvals.

ISO/TC 21/SC8
The annual subcommittee meeting will 
be held in Kobe, Japan, November 9 – 11, 
2015.  The USTAG submitted comments 
on the document ISO/TC 21/SC8 N 456: 
“prEN 16750, Fixed firefighting systems – 
Oxygen reduction systems – Design, instal-
lation, planning and maintenance” to make 
its position known and documented before 
the document goes for European approval 
and eventual ISO adoption. FM Approvals 
is represented on this subcommittee by  
Ray Stacy.
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APPROVAL STANDARDS AND COMMITTEE PARTICIPATION

ANSI/UL 217/268
Bob Elliott has continued his participa-
tion in a Standards Technical Panel (STP) 
for ANSI/UL 217/268 Smoke Alarms and 
Smoke Detectors. Following the protracted 
discussion regarding the merits and con-
cerns of the proposed new polyurethane 
foam fire tests, and the potential for creating 
an increased rate of nuisance alarms, a Nui-
sance Alarm Task Group was convened. This 
group has completed work and is proposing 
the addition of three new false alarm sources 
that will be voted on in combination with the 
new polyurethane fire testing. This work has 
been rushed as a result of the failed attempt 
to add in polyurethane fire tests in 2014.

ANSI/UL 864
The next revision of the standard has been 
published as the 10th edition. 

Fire Protection Committees
FM/UL/NFSA, ISO TC21/SC5 
USTAG
The FM/UL/NFSA and ISO TC21 SC5 
USTAG standards development committee 
meetings were attended by Claude Bosio in 
January 2015. Comments to the following 
standards were reviewed and U.S. positions 
identified—quick opening devices, dry pipe 
valves, preaction valves and hangers.  For 
those that were technical in nature, a note 
was made to inform the submitter to resub-
mit during CD balloting. The TAG reviewed 
the sprinkler standards combined draft in an 
effort to reduce identical text and identify 
preliminary U.S. positions which will be 
incorporated into a new draft for circulation 
to the working group for comments.

ISO TC21/SC6
As part of the ISO TC21/SC6 Working 
Group 8, Bob Cordell participated in the 
review and voting for ISO 7076-6: Vehicle 
Mounted Compressed Air Foam Systems. A 
number of technical comments were made 
on the draft document, and the U.S. delega-
tion decided to vote ‘No’ to moving the doc-
ument to the next stage. A revised draft was 
created and is now in review.

Building Materials Committees
ASTM D08 
Len D’Angelo and Dan Boardman attended 
the December 2014 ASTM Committee D08 
on Roofing. Len is the chair of a task group 
that is developing a standard on impact 
resistance of roof covers. He also chairs 
a task group that is reaffirming a current 
ASTM Standard titled Field Testing Uplift 
Resistance of Fully Adhered Membrane 
Roofing Systems. Dan is a member of both 
task groups.

ASTM E05 
Dan Boardman attended the December 2014 
ASTM meetings for Committee E05 on Fire 
Standards. Dan attended meetings for task 
groups on roof coverings and the task group 
on walls to monitor any proposed changes 
and the impact on FM Approvals standards 
and test methods. 

Electrical Systems  
Standards
(Updated) Approval Standard 
3010—Fire Alarm Signaling  
Systems, December 2014. 
This standard was revised to align with 
NFPA 72, 2013 edition.

(Updated) Approval Standard 
6320—Combustible Gas Detectors, 
November 2014. 
This standard was revised to harmonize 
with the latest edition of the U.S. national 
standard, ANSI/ISA 60079-29-1:2013.  
This resulted in the following changes:
■n  Expanded frequency range for  

vibration test
■n  Expanded response tests to include 

new gases
■n Extended long-term stability test
■n Extended range for temperature test
■n Additional response time tests
■n  Additional trouble and fault  

evaluations
■n New warm-up time test
■n  New short-term stability/ 

repeatability test
■n New mid-range air velocity test
■n New software requirements
■n New EMC requirements
■n New evaluation of field calibration kits
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Fire Protection Standards
(New) Approval Standard 1035—
Nitrogen Generators, December 
2014. 
This new standard states Approval criteria 
for nitrogen generators for use in dry pipe 
and preaction fire protection systems. Nitro-
gen generators provide pressurized nitrogen 
to the sprinkler piping to minimize interior 
pipe corrosion.

(Updated) Approval Standard 
1321, 1323—Controllers for Electric 
Motor Driven and Diesel Engine 
Driven Fire Pumps, February 2015. 
This standard was revised to harmonize with 
the latest versions of NFPA 20 and Approval 
Standard 1333 for Diesel Engine Fire Pump 
Drivers. This resulted in the addition of five 
new alarms to the diesel engine fire pump 
controllers.

(Updated) Approval Standard 
1521, 1522—Angle and Straight-
away Hose Valves, December 2014. 
This standard was revised to include 
updates to the product scope, quality 
assurance requirements and performance 
requirements. The highlights of the updates 
are listed below: 
■n  Approval Standards 1521 (Angle Hose 

Valves) and 1522 (Straightaway Hose 
Valves) have been combined into one 
document. 

■n  The product scope has been increased 
to formally include pressure-restricting 
and pressure-reducing styles of hose 
valves. 

■n  The performance requirements have 
been updated to reflect the additional 
styles of valves that are now able to 
be considered for FM Approvals cer-
tification and brought in line with the 
current testing requirements.

(Updated) Approval Standard 
5130—Foam Extinguishing  
Systems, December 2014.
This standard was revised to include new 
definitions, general requirements and per-
formance requirements. This resulted in the 
following changes:
■n  Addition of a requirement for all 

foam concentrates to pass topside fire 
test protocol and expanded detail for 
topside fire tests

■n  Expanded detail for reignition resis-
tance and burnback tests

■n  Updated various appendices to better 
clarify technical requirements

■n  Expanded distribution requirements 
for low-level foam discharge devices

■n  Expanded testing for proportioners, 
specifically proportioners with moving 
parts

■n  Added performance requirements for 
foam chamber vapor seals

■n  Added general requirements for 
manufacturer-required literature for 
proportioners, foam concentrates and 
foam chambers/makers

■n  Added general requirements for con-
centrate container labels to reference 
the Approval Guide for Approved 
system configurations

Building Materials  
Standards
(New) Approval Standard ANSI/
FM 4920—Filters Used in Clean 
Room Facilities, December 2014. 
This standard has been approved as an 
American National Standard.  This standard 
states test requirements and procedures for 
the evaluation of materials used to manufac-
ture filter assemblies for use in cleanrooms. 
Filter assemblies are used by the semicon-
ductor industry, food preparation industry 
and pharmaceutical industry to filter incom-
ing air into the room.
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approvalguide.com
Looking for thoroughly tested and certified building products? The online Approval Guide 

contains the latest information on more than 50,000 of them that have been FM Approved. 

That is, they’ve been rigorously tested and certified to perform as expected. It also contains 

essential engineering data and technical information on the use of listed products. Ask your 

engineer if you’re using FM Approved products. You’ll be glad you did.

Free public access after registration.

ApprovalGuide


